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Fit-for-purpose biomarker method
validation in anticancer drug development
Jeffrey Cummings, Tim H. Ward and Caroline Dive
Clinical and Experimental Pharmacology, Paterson Institute for Cancer Research, University of Manchester,
Wilmslow Road, Manchester M20 4BX, England, United Kingdom

The introduction of new anticancer drugs into the clinic is often hampered
by a lack of qualified biomarkers. Method validation is indispensable to
successful biomarker qualification and is also a regulatory requirement.
Recently, the fit-for-purpose approach has been developed to promote
flexible yet rigorous biomarker method validation, although its full
implications are often overlooked. This review aims to clarify many of the
scientific and regulatory issues surrounding biomarker method validation
and the analysis of samples collected from clinical trial subjects. It also
strives to provide clear guidance on validation strategies for each of the five
categories that define the majority of biomarker assays, citing specific
examples.
Biomarkers continue to offer considerable potential to enhance the progress of clinical research
and accelerate the pace of new drug development [1,2]. Nowhere is this more urgently required
than in anticancer drug development, where traditionally the rate of compound attrition is high
and success in the clinic low [3,4]. During clinical trials of anticancer drugs, predictive
biomarkers might facilitate the selection of patients (enrichment) most likely to respond to
molecularly targeted agents, whereas pharmacological biomarkers might enable real-time
monitoring of drug action, treatment efficacy or early signs of toxicity [5,6]. Qualification,
the evidentiary process of proving a linkage between the biomarker and a clinical endpoint, can
take many years, requiring not only retrospective and prospective clinical trials but also large
population screening, without any guarantee of eventual success [7,8]. Thus, in many modalities
of cancer therapy, there remain lamentably few, if any, qualified biomarkers for patient selection
and pharmacological evaluation of new agents in clinical trials [9]. Method validation remains a
key determinant in the successful qualification of a biomarker, and often, the failure of a
biomarker in the clinic is not due to the underlying scientific rationale but to a poor choice of
assay and lack of validation [5,6].
Clinical trial regulations in the UK and in Europe state that ‘systems with procedures that assure
the quality of every aspect of the trial should be implemented’, which includes method validation
[10]. These regulations, however, make only vague references to the laboratories conducting trial
sample analysis. More recently, both the MHRA in the UK and the EU have published guidance
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The review presents strategies for fit-for-purpose method validation of
biomarker assays to help ensure generation of robust data during clinical
trials and to satisfy regulatory requirements.
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documents to aid laboratories in maintaining regulatory compliance to the clinical trials regulations, but again these lack specific
recommendations for method validation (http://www.mhra.
gov.uk/Howweregulate/Medicines/Inspectionandstandards/Good
ClinicalPracticeforClinicalLaboratories/CON041197).
In the USA, the FDA also does not specify requirements for
method validation but nonetheless provides comprehensive technique-based guidance documents [11]. The FDA CLIA regulations
require accreditation for laboratories performing clinical testing
and provide general guidelines for method validation, especially in
the case of laboratory-developed tests [12]. Cancer Research UK
places method validation at the heart of its roadmaps for qualification of biomarkers.
With an array of regulatory requirements and guidance documents, and especially considering that biomarker assays span a
broad spectrum of technologies, it is perhaps not surprising that
there is still a need for amplification on many of the issues
associated with biomarker analysis [10,13]. A systematic
approach that clearly distinguishes between the highly proscriptive ‘good laboratory practice’ method validation approach
developed for small molecule bioanalysis by the pharmaceutical
industry [14–17], has recently emerged and is referred to as ‘fitfor-purpose’ biomarker method validation [18,19]. This review
aims to clarify the fit-for-purpose approach to biomarker
method validation.

What is fit-for-purpose biomarker method validation?
Understanding fit-for-purpose biomarker method validation is
founded on a proper and clear appreciation of the definition of the
term ‘method validation’. The benchmark definition for analytical method validation has been provided by the International
Organisation for Standardisation as follows: ‘the confirmation by
examination and the provision of objective evidence that the
particular requirements for a specific intended use are fulfilled’
[20,21]. Although developed predominately for chemical analysis
laboratories, it has been adopted – to a greater or lesser extent – by
the bioanalytical field and the biomarker research community
[12,15,18]. While this definition seems to be self-evident, its full
implications are often overlooked [22–24]. Accordingly, method
validation should proceed down two parallel tracks, which
eventually converge – one experimental, the other operational
(Fig. 1). The first track establishes the expectations of the sponsor
or the scientific goals of the study based on existing scientific
literature, then defines the role of the biomarker measurements in
the clinical trial or investigation and, eventually, agrees upon
outcomes, target values or acceptance limits. In parallel, the
performance of the biomarker assay is characterized by experimentation, based on a previously agreed validation plan. The key
stage in the whole process is the cross-comparison of the two
strands leading to crucial evaluation of the technical performance
of the assay against the predefined purpose (Fig. 1). If the assay
with its newly established performance criteria can deliver to
expectations, it is deemed fit for that purpose and valid. If not,
then it cannot be deemed either fit for the specified purpose or
valid.
Thus, comparing technical performance of an assay against
predefined acceptance limits in isolation of purpose does not conform to the strict definition of method validation. Nonetheless,
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FIGURE 1

Fit-for-purpose biomarker method validation flow chart. Ideally, fit-forpurpose biomarker method validation should proceed down two parallel
tracks, which eventually converge. The first is to establish the expectations of
the sponsor or the scientific goals of the study to define the purpose of the
assay in terms of outcomes, target values or acceptance limits. In parallel, the
technical performance of the biomarker assay is characterized by
experimentation. The key stage is the evaluation of whether the technical
performance of the assay can deliver the predefined purpose. Based on Ref.
[26], reproduced with permission from Elsevier.

performance data can play an important part in verifying that the
assay is working properly and in aiding in the diagnosis of faults [25].
To quote a recent paper: ‘validation determines that we are doing
the correct test; verification confirms that we are doing the test
correctly’ [12].
Reliance on performance data alone can result in an anomalous
situation in which an assay with tight performance would be
rejected in favour of one with less tight performance [26] (Fig. 2).
In the example given in Fig. 2, two different quantitative assays
(such as LC/MS or ELISA) termed A and B both exhibit the same level
of bias (systematic error resulting in consistent underestimation or
overestimation compared to true values), but A has much tighter
precision (random error) than B. On the basis of performance alone,
A consistently misses the target, whereas B does not. In fit-forpurpose validation, however, a ring of expected values (note, not
a performance acceptance limit) set in advance is used to evaluate
performance, and in this scenario A is clearly superior to B.
The fit-for-purpose definition of method validation and the
flexibility this brings is particularly well suited to biomarkers
because, by their nature, they can have many different purposes
in a variety of contexts. During anticancer drug development,
biomarkers are used as discovery tools in compound selection, as
pharmacodynamic markers of drug mechanism or efficacy in
early-phase trials, or as predictive indices of patient response in
late-phase trials [18,27]. In experimental cancer medicine, biomarkers might provide a diagnostic readout on tumour biology
or be prognostic of disease or therapeutic outcome [28]. In
fit-for-purpose, the position of the biomarker in the spectrum
between research tool and clinical endpoint dictates the burden
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FIGURE 2

Performance verification versus fit-for-purpose validation. Schematic representation of the goals of classical validation with the emphasis on characterization of
performance compared to fit-for-purpose validation with the emphasis on satisfying purpose. In classical validation, assay A exhibits better performance but
consistently misses the target and, therefore, seems inferior to B. However, in fit-for-purpose validation, where the purpose is defined as a ring of expected values,
assay A is clearly superior to B.
Based on Ref. [26], reproduced with permission from Elsevier.

of experimental proof required to achieve method validation [29].
The intrinsic nature of the analytical technology also greatly
influences the level of performance verification required in validation strategies. For a quantitative diagnostic test, method validation would require that the assay is demonstrated to achieve an
acceptable level of diagnostic accuracy because that is its purpose.
Parameters such as analytic and clinical specificity (the ability to
obtain negative analytical results in concordance with a negative
confirmed clinical diagnosis) and analytical and clinical sensitivity
(the ability to obtain positive analytical results in concordance
with a positive confirmed clinical diagnosis) would have to be fully
characterized [12]. Method validation might even include the use
of Receiver Operating Characteristic curves and cut-off values to
confirm purpose. By contrast, a putative biomarker used during
discovery and measured by a commercially available ELISA might
require no more than three assays to pass manufactures’ acceptance criteria to verify performance, with no expectations placed
on desired outcomes [19].

How to conduct fit-for-purpose biomarker method
validation
In October 2003, a workshop cosponsored by the American Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists (AAPS) and the US Clinical
Ligand Society was held in Salt Lake City, Utah, to address the
unresolved issue of validation of biomarker assays in support of
drug development [18]. At this workshop, five general classes of
biomarker assays were identified [18]. A definitive quantitative
assay makes use of calibrators and a regression model to calculate
absolute quantitative values for unknowns. The reference standard
is fully characterized and representative of the biomarker. A
relative quantitative assay uses a response–concentration calibra-

tion with reference standards that are not fully representative of
the biomarker. A quasi-quantitative assay does not employ a
calibration standard but has a continuous response that can be
expressed in terms of a characteristic of the test sample. Qualitative
(categorical) assays can either be described as ordinal (reliant on
discrete scoring scales, such as those used in immunohistochemistry) – or nominal (pertaining to a yes/no situation; e.g. the
presence or absence of a gene product) [18,19,29]. Although such
definitions can never encapsulate every potential biomarker methodology and are by no means accepted in all disciplines, they serve
as a guideline for planning performance verification and method
validation strategies. Table 1 represents a consensus position on
which performance parameters should be investigated for the
different classes of biomarker assay, and these are discussed in
more detail below under separate headings.

Validation of definitive quantitative biomarker assays
Definitive quantitative methods are less often available in biomarker research but for many represent the ultimate goal for a biomarker assay [30]. Examples include mass spectrometric analysis
[31,32] and well-characterized ligand-binding assays (LBAs) [33].
Regardless of the use put to the data, the objective of a definitive
quantitative method is to be able to determine as accurately as
possible the unknown concentrations of the biomarker in the
patient samples under investigation [25]. In this context, analytical accuracy is key and is represented by the total error in the
method, consisting of the sum of the systematic error component
(bias) and the random error component (intermediate precision)
[23,34]. Intermediate precision has to take account of all relevant
sources of variation affecting the results (e.g. day, analyst, analytical platform or batch) [10].
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TABLE 1

Recommended biomarker assay performance parameters
Performance characteristic

Definitive quantitative

Relative quantitative

Accuracy

U

Trueness (bias)

U

U

Precision

U

U

Quasi-quantitative

Qualitative

U
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Reproducibility

U

Sensitivity

U
LLOQ

U
LLOQ

U

U

Specificity

U

U

U

U

Dilution linearity

U

U

Parallelism

U

U

Assay range

U
LLOQ–ULOQ

U
LLOQ–ULOQ

U

Reagent stability

U

U

U

U

Sample stability

U

U

U

U

Internationally recognized performance standards have been
established for bioanalytical methods [14,15,35]; however, these
were devised primarily by the pharmaceutical industry for small
molecule analysis. A study of both precision (% coefficient of
variation, or CV) and accuracy (mean % deviation, or bias, from
nominal concentration) is required. During the pre-study phase of
method validation, precision and accuracy of repeat analyses of
the validation samples (VS) are expected to vary by less than 15%,
except at the lower limit of quantitation (LLOQ), where 20% is
allowable (15/20). When conducting in-study patient sample
analysis, quality control samples (QCs) should be employed at
three different concentrations in duplicate. The analytical run is
accepted as valid when at least 67% (4/6) of the QCs fall within
15% of their nominal values (the 4:6:15 rule) [14,15,36]. Such
standards have also been applied to pharmacokinetic studies of
macromolecules, where greater leeway is granted within the 4–6–X
acceptance rule at either 25% or 30% [34,37–39].
In biomarker method validation, current recommendations
also indicate that acceptance criteria for precision and accuracy
should be set at a fixed value during pre-study validation [18].
Here, however, more flexibility is allowed: each assay can be
evaluated on a case per case basis, with 25% being the default
value (30% at LLOQ). Likewise, a similar attitude can be adopted in
determining acceptance limits for QCs during patient sample
analysis, either in terms of a 4–6–X rule or through adoption of
confidence intervals [18,19,29].
Although fixed performance standards are necessary, by their
nature they are arbitrary and do not necessarily relate to the
intrinsic properties of the assay under investigation or, more
importantly, its purpose. The suitability of applying fixed performance criteria in the absence of any statistical evaluation of
whether they are relevant to the assay under investigation has
been challenged [40,41]. Adopting a 4–6–X rule of acceptability for
the QCs means that potentially 33% of the patient samples will
also not fall within the acceptance limits. Indeed, because patient
samples are usually more heterogeneous matrices than QCs, this
value might even be higher. Thus, researchers have questioned
whether a method can be considered fit for purpose on the basis of
a 4–6–X rule [24]. In a continuing series of original papers, the
4

Societe Francaise des Sciences et Techniques Pharmaceutiques
(SFSTP) has developed fit-for-purpose validation of quantitative
analytical procedures based on an ‘accuracy profile’ [22,23,26,42–
45]. The accuracy profile takes account of total error (bias and
intermediate precision), a pre-set acceptance limit that the user
defines (e.g. 20%) and produces a plot of the ‘b-expectation
tolerance interval’ that displays the confidence interval (e.g.
95%, equating to a 5% risk) for future measurements. Effectively,
the accuracy profile enables researchers to visually check whether
95% of future values will fall within the chosen acceptance limit of
20%. However, any acceptance limit, confidence interval or level
of risk can be represented in the accuracy profile.
To construct an accuracy profile, it is essential that reliable
measurements are recorded in the experimental determination
of total error. The SFSTP recommend (as a minimum) that 3–5
different concentrations of calibration standards and 3 different
concentrations of VS (representing high, medium and low points
on the calibration curve) are run in triplicate on 3 separate days,
totalling 45 (standard) plus 27 (VS) independent solutions
[22,25,26]. Biomarker methods can require a greater number of
calibration standards owing to nonlinearity with a concomitant
increase in the number of VS. SFSTP also recommended that
several different fits to the calibration standards are assessed –
because this has a major bearing on accuracy profiles – and that
back-calculated values of the calibration standards are used in the
calculations of the b-expectation tolerance interval. A full mathematical treatment of the accuracy profile is beyond the scope of
this review, but the interested reader is referred to the relevant
SFSTP publications.
Other important performance parameters for a definitive quantitative biomarker assay such as sensitivity, dynamic range, LLOQ
and upper limit of quantitation (ULOQ) can also be obtained from
the accuracy profile. These last two terms are usually defined as the
lowest and highest concentrations that can be quantitated with an
acceptable level of precision and accuracy (bias). Sample and
reagent integrity should also be carefully assessed during method
validation for every category of biomarker assay, including studies
on specimen stability during collection, storage and analysis; here,
it is essential to conduct these studies in authentic patient samples
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[16,46,47]. Although specificity, dilution linearity and parallelism
should not be overlooked, these parameters are less problematic
with a definitive quantitative biomarker because the VS should be
identical (or close to identical) in composition to patient samples
and should behave in a very similar manner. Specificity, dilution
linearity and parallelism will feature in more detail below in the
discussion of relative quantitative assays.

Validation of relative quantitative biomarker assays
The LBA is considered by many to be the archetypical quantitative
assay for endogenous (protein) macromolecular biomarkers [33]
and will act as the focus for discussion in this section. LBAs are
available in many different formats, from single analyte sandwich
ELISA to diverse multiplex platforms such as Meso-Scale Discovery
and Searchlight, and from micro-bead and flow cytometry-based
systems such as Luminex beads and Bio-Plex to micro-array ELISA.
Specific validation issues associated with multiplex, micro-bead or
micro-array systems are addressed in more detail in a series of
recent publications [48–51].
To be considered an absolute quantitative method, the reference standard and the matrix must be well defined and representative of the biomarker and the patient sample. Because most
biomarker ELISA ligands are endogenous substances, an analytefree matrix (either to perform specificity studies on or to use as a
resource to construct a calibration curve) is usually not available.
Access to a fully characterized form of the biomarker to act as a
certified calibration standard is also limited [37]. Most available
biomarker LBAs, therefore, fall into the category of relative quantitation because they are calibrated with recombinant proteins or
peptide standards reconstituted in a surrogate matrix [18].
LBA as a relative quantitative technique is associated with a
panoply of specificity issues [40]. Biotransformation (in vivo or
even in situ) precipitated by a variety of factors such as protease or
caspase degradation, chemical instability (methionine oxidation,
de-amidation or disulfide bond cleavage) or even bacterial contamination can introduce new forms of the biomarker into samples with ill-defined behaviour in the ELISA assay [52,53].
Complexation of the ligand with a soluble receptor, protein
aggregation, folding or unfolding of the ligand and insolubility
can mask or reveal antibody epitope binding sites [54], which can
manifest as a decrease or an increase in concentration [55,56].
Cross-reactivity with closely related protein or peptide moieties is
always difficult to characterize fully and eliminate [41]. Finally,
abnormalities in blood chemistry (e.g. lipemia) are more likely to
adversely affect epitope recognition in cancer patient samples
than in QCs made up in ‘cleaner’ matrices such as plasma or sera
from healthy controls [41,57].
LBAs are also highly dependent on the integrity of reagents such
as antibodies, which are themselves derived from biologic sources
and are subject to their own problems of supply, quality control
and stability. Target ranges of the biomarker in the disease group of
interest are often unknown and thus expectations are more difficult to define in advance. With a relative quantitative assay, issues
of parallelism take on much greater importance. LBAs are also
susceptible to non-dilution linearity because antibody- and
ligand-binding affinities can vary considerably in different media
and the presence of heterophilic antibodies can result in false
positive results [41]. To stress the point, several cross-platform
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studies involving LBA technologies including Multiplex, ELISA,
MSD and Luminex have shown that the concentration differences
they report with the same samples can be as great as twofold to
fivefold [51,58,59].
Resolution of many of the issues cited above is often impossible
to achieve purely by studying the performance of the assay
during pre-study validation with VS/QCs and requires the analysis of patient samples, an accumulation of clinical data and
positive correlation of biomarker concentrations to clinical
characteristics.
In the case of a relative quantitative assay, only precision and
bias can be evaluated during pre-study validation, not accuracy.
Here, it is important to add the caveat that depending on the
nature of the calibration standards and matrix of choice, precision
and bias determined in VS and QCs might reflect only poorly the
true analytical behaviour of the assay in patient samples. Because
calibration curves for most LBAs are nonlinear, the AAPS recommends that at least eight to ten different non-zero concentrations
should be chosen, with the possibility of a higher density of
concentrations at the high and low end to act as anchor points
[34,39]. These should be run on three to six separate occasions to
establish the most appropriate calibration model. Careful attention should be paid to the curve fitting routine such as 4 or 5-PL
and to weighting. The working effective range of the assay should
be based on the precision profile where the deviation from the line
of best fit to the calibration curve for back-calculated values (%
relative error) should lie within an acceptance limit of 10–20%
[60]. During pre-study validation, at least five different concentrations of VS – including LLOQ, 3 LLOQ, mid-range, high and
ULOQ – should be analyzed in duplicate on at least six different
runs. To be considered valid, the LBA should deliver inter-batch
precision and bias of <20% for each parameter, except at the
LLOQ and the ULOQ, where it should be 25% (20/25); with total
error, <30% and 40% (30/40) at the LLOQ and ULOQ [61].
Similar acceptance limits were recommended for in-study validation with QCs, but here only three different concentrations were
required to be run in duplicate and a 4–6–X rule used. Although
these recommendations are for LBA analysis of macromolecular
therapeutic candidates in support of pharmacokinetic and toxicokinetic regulatory studies, they have been largely adopted as
integral to performance verification in biomarker method validation but with allowances to extend acceptance criteria if scientifically justified [18,19,29].
Of interest, in a survey that was carried out at the Third AAPS/
FDA Bioanalytical Workshop, it was found that 23% of LBA
respondents followed a 15/20 rule, 42% a 20/25 rule and 2% a
30/30 rule, whereas 23% used other criteria including statistically
based approaches [61]. It is our belief that in biomarker method
validation, especially with relative quantitative methods, acceptance criteria should be based on both total error and a confidence
interval of 95% [18,19,29,62]. For reasons stated above, the 4–6–X
rule should be avoided. We have found with biomarker LBAs that
often, in excess of 50–60 repeat measurements of VS/QCs run over
weeks are required to reveal the true value of total error in a
cumulative plot of intermediate precision (Backen and J.C.,
unpublished).
In fit-for-purpose biomarker method validation, specificity is
defined as the ability to measure the macromolecule in the
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presence of other components in the assay matrix. There are two
types of non-specificities: specific non-specificity and non-specific
non-specificity [60]. Specific non-specificity (or cross-reactivity)
can result from interference by macromolecules structurally
related to or structurally derived from the biomarker (such as a
degradation product, a peptide fragment or a close structural
analogue). Non-specific non-specificity (matrix effect) arises from
interferences from unrelated species and matrix components
(such as heterophilic antibodies) but can often be eliminated by
dilution of sample in an appropriate buffer. As explained above, it
remains a constant challenge in biomarker research to obtain the
relevant test matrices and prove specificity conclusively [10].
According to the AAPS, specificity requires evaluation of concentration–response relationships of both spiked and non-spiked
samples obtained from six to ten different sources, preferably
patient derived.
Recently, incurred (patient) sample reanalyses as quality controls have been strongly recommended in bioanalysis as a more
rigorous test of assay reproducibility [63]. Such an approach has
even greater relevance in biomarker analysis, both for increasing
confidence in the reproducibility of values and in addressing
several non-specificity issues [41]. However, regulatory issues such
as ethical approval and patient informed consent would need to be
obtained to conduct such an analysis in the UK and the EU in
accordance with clinical trial regulations.
The importance of dilution linearity and especially parallelism
in the verification of the performance of relative quantitative
assays such as LBAs cannot be overemphasized. Dilution linearity
is normally studied with spiked QCs during pre-study method
validation. Care has to be taken in the choice of matrix to act as
the diluent [64]. Parallelism requires access to patient samples and
is normally evaluated during in-study validation, provided ethical permission and patient consent are obtained [34]. Although
similar to dilution linearity and often confused with this parameter, parallelism is assessed using multiple dilutions of study
samples that ideally fall on the quantitative range of the calibration curve – starting at the high end (Cmax) [60]. Parallelism is
dependent on both dilution linearity of patient samples and
comparison of the concentration–response relationship of the
calibration standards versus the patient samples. Because calibration standards are probably not representative of patient samples,
non-parallelism could particularly affect relative quantitative
assays.
Parallelism can be conducted with either individual patient
samples or a pool of patient samples. Each approach has its pros
and cons [19]. There are basically two ways of representing parallelism: the first is as a plot of measured concentrations for the
patient samples against 1/dilution factor using log scales. A linear
regression analysis is performed using the back-calculated concentration for each dilution of the patient samples, and acceptance
criteria can be based either on correlation coefficients or on a
statistical acceptance criteria of <20% CV for the deviation of each
dilution from the line of best fit [38]. Alternatively, a plot of
measured concentrations for the patient samples  dilution
against 1/dilution can be constructed. This should yield a flat line
so that the CV amongst the recovered concentrations at different
dilutions can be used to verify parallelism; here, a CV of <30% is
reported as the acceptance limit [60].
6
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Characterization of the stability of biomarkers for analysis by
LBA is essential [65]. In the good laboratory practice environment,
extensive characterization of sample stability at storage, handling
and processing temperature(s) is required by the regulators [46],
and these should be conducted in a matrix that mimics the
characteristics of the test samples [47]. Use of recombinant proteins in surrogate matrices or even a sample matrix that has been
altered is considered less acceptable. Ideally, stability studies
should be conducted with incurred (authentic) patient samples
[56,64]. To determine significant instability, a change in concentration greater than 2  total error in the assay (2s, 95% confidence interval) is required and that two consecutive time points
fall out with this limit [66].

Validation of quasi-quantitative biomarker assays
Quasi-quantitative assays lack calibration but report numerical
values (e.g. detector response) as a characteristic of the sample.
Such techniques include quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) or a
poorly defined ELISA. Precision, specificity, sensitivity and the
dynamic range of the assay form the core of the performance
parameters that should be verified during pre-study validation.
As an example, we have conducted a fit-for-purpose validation
of qRT-PCR using an amplification refractory mutation system
assay and Scorpion probes for mutation detection in K-RAS, PI3K
and EGF-R in free circulating DNA [67–69]. Because the ultimate
purpose of this assay is to detect mutations in the serum or plasma
of cancer patients, validation should not be considered complete
until it is demonstrated that the assay does indeed detect the
mutation in cancer patients with acceptable clinical sensitivity
(detects the mutation when present) and clinical specificity (does
not detect the mutation when absent) [67,68].
Several different positive and negative controls were incorporated into the assay (a key performance characteristic of both quasi
and qualitative assays) as a quality assurance measure, including
PCR control, an external QC and the in-kit mixed standard control. Where possible, pools of patient-derived samples should also
be used to generate positive and negative controls, if it can be
confirmed independently that these subjects either contain or lack
the mutation under investigation. The CLIA regulations in the
USA require only verification (i.e. confirmation) of performance
for (FDA) approved molecular clinical tests (such as qRT-PCR) if the
test system has been previously validated by the manufacturer and
is used without any modifications [12]. Our assessment on the
precision of these in vitro diagnostic compliant tests (K-RAS and
EGF-R) was also conducted on a confirmatory basis, requiring only
three to five assays to fall within the manufacturer’s specification.
The acceptance limit was set at 2  the change in threshold value
(DCT) between mutated and non-mutated DNA. All precision data
obtained during verification, validation and patient sample analysis were then incorporated into a QC data base for ongoing
quality control and competency testing, in keeping with the
QC monitoring of assays in routine clinical use [22,26]. The QC
data were especially important in the case of these quasi-quantitative assays to mitigate against the lack of absolute numbers to
monitor assay performance against.
In another example of fit-for-purpose validation, a quasi-quantitative ELISA measuring DNA nucleosomes (nDNA) was evaluated
as a biomarker of cell death (Cell Death Detection ELISAPlus from
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ROCHE Diagnostics, Ltd., Burgess Hill, UK). The sandwich ELISA is
supplied only with a positive control and is not calibrated against a
standard, so assay readout is in absorbance units generated by the
microplate reader. Our fit-for-purpose approach focused on
demonstrating utility in the analysis of clinical trial samples.
Although quality controls were prepared by titration of the inkit positive control, because these were reconstituted in buffer
their value was limited to acting as an aid to performance verification. Extensive stability studies were performed on DNA nucleosomes made up in buffer to replicate the QCs or spiked into serum
or plasma to replicate patient samples. Sample collection proved
crucial to the analysis of nDNA. Careful handling of whole blood
was required to avoid haemolysis and artifactual production of
nDNA, and to preserve stability centrifugation to isolate serum or
plasma was necessary as soon as practicable before storage at
808C. For the in-study analysis of patient samples, we recommend including four to six replicates of the positive control QC to
verify the assay is working correctly, without a strict limit placed
on acceptance criteria. More importantly, we believe it is essential
to include up to six patient samples for incurred sample reanalysis,
as the primary test of quality control and reproducibility. Here, a
fixed acceptance limit is adopted of <30% compared to the
values determined in the previous assay, in the absence of sufficient data to apply confidence intervals.
Our recent application of this assay to the analysis of clinical
specimens has confirmed clinical utility both as a pharmacodynamic marker [70] and as a predictive biomarker of response to
cancer chemotherapy [71], confirming several previous publications [72–75]. Nonetheless, there are limitations with a quasiquantitative assay: batch-to-batch QC and competency testing
are difficult to evaluate, and imprecision is usually greater than
with a typical relative quantitative ELISA. Paradoxically, however, biomarker assays such as quasi-quantitative or qualitative
techniques that require verification of fewer performance
characteristics (Table 1) have perhaps an even greater requirement to be fast tracked into the clinic to complete the process of
validation.

Validation of qualitative biomarker assays
Qualitative biomarker assays such as immunohistochemistry or
fluorescence in situ hybridization are often positioned at the
diagnostic end of the biomarker spectrum. This combination
should dictate that verification of performance only contributes
a small fraction of the total experimentation required to constitute
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a validated assay, with clinical investigations accounting for the
vast majority of the data. Use of terms such as ‘precision’ and
‘accuracy’ are not considered appropriate with qualitative assays
[12]. Positive and negative controls are the mainstay to confirm
assay performance, whereas to increase reliability, more than one
trained investigator should score images [18,19].
Proving analytical specificity (that the assay does not detect the
biomarker when absent) can require access to resources such as
knock-out mice, expressed cell lines or clinical specimens that are
not readily available. We recommend a risk-based approach to
specificity, conducting more limited studies with resources that
are readily available to at least reduce the level of uncertainty.
Sensitivity is usually set at the expression level at which informative positive results are obtained 95% of the time, but again, to
conduct a thorough investigation of this parameter requires access
to the appropriate resources [12]. Assessment of reproducibility
involves repeat analysis of multiple patient samples to demonstrate consistency. The Clinical Laboratory Standards Institute
evaluation protocol for a qualitative test recommends analysis
of a minimum of 50 positive and 50 negative specimens run over
10–20 days [76]. If the test kit or a key reagent such as an antibody
has already undergone extensive validation by the vendor, however, then confirmation of performance within manufacturer’s
specifications by the laboratory of interest should be adequate
to satisfy the regulators. It is recommended that the validation
data produced by the manufacturer is obtained by the laboratory
for scrutiny.

The different phases of fit-for-purpose biomarker assay
validation
Biomarker method validation can be viewed to occur in discrete
stages, each with a specific purpose, defined goal and end product
[15,18,19] (Table 2). Perhaps the most important stage is the first,
from which all others inevitably flow, where definition of global
purpose and judicious selection of the candidate assay occurs.
During method development (stage 2) the goal is to assemble
all the appropriate reagents and components, and it is only at
this stage that the final classification of the assay into one of the
five categories will occur. The method validation plan is also
constructed at this stage. Stage 3 is the pre-study experimental
phase of performance verification culminating with the all-important evaluation of fitness for purpose. The end product of this stage
is an analytical report and standard operating procedure to take
forward to in-study patient sample analysis. In-study validation

TABLE 2

Stages in biomarker assay validation
Stage Description

Main purpose

Evaluation

End product

1

Define use, seek appropriate assay Characterize the clinical and experimental aims
and objectives

Is there an assay potentially Candidate assay
fit for the purpose?

2

Method development

Assemble all components; develop method and
perform preliminary validation

Go–no-go decision

Validation plan

3

Pre-study validation

Run validation samples; characterize performance

Performance verification

A validated method, report
and standard operating
procedure

4

In-study validation

QC monitoring; identify patient sampling issues

Fit-for-purpose

5

Routine use

QC monitoring; proficiency testing; batch-to-batch QC Continuous improvement

Valid patient data
Continued use
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(stage 4) enables further assessment of fitness for purpose, collection of QC data and identification of patient sampling issues. Only
then can stage 5 be reached, in which the assay enters into routine
use. Here, QC monitoring continues and proficiency testing and
batch-to-batch quality control issues can be fully explored. The
overarching philosophy of the whole process is one of continual
improvement, which might precipitate a series of iterations that
can lead back to redefinition of purpose (stage 1), modification of
experimental procedures (stage 2), further characterization of
assay performance (stage 3) or even re-assessment of patient
sampling issues (stage 4) [19,29].

Validation of commercially available biomarker assays
It has been acknowledged in this review that commercially available
assays generally used for the purpose of a diagnostic test are treated
distinctly during method validation, provided that the test is
approved by a regulatory agency and is not subject to change. By
their very nature, most commercial biomarker assays are experimental tools and not approved and, therefore, fitness of purpose has
to be established for an alternate use in biomarker research, especially involving the analysis of patient samples. In that scenario
(Fig. 3), we have developed a generic validation strategy for commercially available LBAs [50]. The approach, which is essentially a
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confirmation that the assay performs within specifications (either
the manufacturer’s or set in-house), uses QCs and consists of two
stages. In the first (Fig. 3), the imprecision in the QCs (as a % CV) is
determined experimentally by analysing four replicates of up to
three different QC concentrations in five different assays, preferably
run on separate days. These data are then used to set target, but
nevertheless preliminary, acceptance limits at the 95% confidence
interval (2s or 2 the CV% for imprecision) against which the
performance of future assays is evaluated. To be considered acceptable to take further forward to analysis of clinical trial samples, the
analyst must demonstrate that three additional assays fall within
the target CVs for the QCs. Once stage 1 is complete, an interim
study report is written and the validation progresses to patient
sample analysis and stage 2, where all the key components of fitfor-purpose validation are studied (such as sample stability and
handling issues, dilution linearity and parallelism and definition
of biomarker target concentrations). QC monitoring continues
until the plateau phase in the cumulative plot of precision is reached
(representing the total true error in the measurement of the CVs).
Acceptance criteria are then fixed but still at the 95% confidence
interval and only changed if batch-to-batch issues arise. The success
of this validation approach relies heavily on an accurate determination of the total error associated with measurement of the QCs.

FIGURE 3

Fit-for-purpose validation of a generic commercially available ligand-binding assay. In the first stage of the fit-for-purpose approach, the goal is essentially to
confirm that the assay performs within specifications (either manufacturer’s or set in-house) and uses quality control (QC) samples. The imprecision in the QCs (as a
% CV) is determined experimentally by analysing four replicates of up to three different QC concentrations in five different assays, preferably run on separate days.
These data are then used to set target acceptance limits at the 95% confidence interval, against which the performance of future assays is evaluated. To be
considered acceptable to take further forward to analysis of clinical trial samples, the analyst must demonstrate that three additional assays fall within the target
CVs for the QCs. For the second stage, see text.
8
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